INTRODUCTION
Many smart offices and smart homes depend on wireless communication to vigilant the owners or the office heads about the occurred critical situation. It involves Internet of Things (IoT) (Bragg et al., 2012; Xia et al., 2012) to observe and send information about the happenings in and around those wireless networks. Moreover, when two or more smart homes (or smart offices) are connected with the Internet, it is challenging to handle various types of data prompting from different directions (smart homes or smart offices). In this state it is problematic to respond to two or more users but facilitate data transmission after certain delay. Therefore a security based approach is required to transmit data successfully. In Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) (Shi et al., 2011; Cardenas et al., 2008) based applications (Bragg et al., 2012) as per the data request an instruction to be delivered to handle the critical scenario occurring in smart home or smart office.
Most of the CPS based applications (Rajkumar et al., 2010) use WSANs (Bragg et al., 2012) as their communication networks for supervising and disseminating the data gathered by sensor nodes involved in them. An attempt had been made to avoid successive collisions using critical factor. This is achieved by managing a buffer for priority checking and transmitting a packet after certain setback. So that most critical data cannot be dropped to create precarious situation which yields to more failures (packet drops). Many researchers proved that how collisions can be avoided or minimized at the first level rather than at the subsequent levels. The authors of (Misra and Khatua, 2014) had tried to solve the above said issue in IEEE 802.11 (Choi et al., 2005) protocol based wireless networks. In this paper, the authors have tried to solve the issue of subsequent collision avoidance using unslotted IEEE 802.15.4 (Xia et al., 2013) protocol standard along with 802.11b (Choi et al., 2005) .
In unslotted IEEE 802.15.4 (Xia et al., 2013 ) the smart nodes need not wait for channel status. Once the data is ready it can send to the coordinator of that network.
To forward the data to a common gateway IEEE 802.11b (Choi et al., 2005) protocol standard is used. This chapter discusses the sensor cum actuator built wireless network and explains about the proposed approach that deals with the collision avoidance in wireless networks.
SYSTEM MODEL
A CPS based Smart Wireless Network (CPS_SWN) is created with smart sensor nodes that can be used in smart homes or smart offices. This CPS_SWN functions in a non-beacon enabled (Xia et al., 2013; Sayuti et al., 2014) instructions are sent to the managing devices attached to it for further action. In the smart homes, as and when data is ready it is communicated to Centre Coordinator (CC). If CC is idle it will transfer the data to the gateway node. If Centre Coordinator is busy then the data is pushed into the buffer preserved at CC. As CC becomes idle it will communicate the most important data with high priority to the gateway node.
The gateway node checks for resource availability, if it is accessible it will transfer the data. Otherwise it preserves the data with the counter in two-level buffer.
The first buffer (buffer1) holds high priority node packets and second buffer (buffer2) for retaining low priority node packets. When counter value of node data reaches 4, the data packet is dropped from the buffer1 and negative acknowledgment is sent to the corresponding CC. Hence the following methodology PCMB tries to implement the above said procedure to avoid successive collisions. A common gateway is maintained to connect smart wireless network which comprises smart homes or smart offices. At gateway two-level buffer is used to maintain high priority data in buffer1 and low priority data in buffer2. When forwarded node's data find gateway idle, the data is transmitted to the corresponding device for appropriate action. Otherwise high prioritized data is pushed into the buffer1 and low prioritized node's data is stored in buffer2 with counter value as 1 initially.
For each data entry in the gateway buffer (either in buffer1 or buffer2) a counter value is incremented by 1. When the counter value reaches 4 the data packet is dropped from the buffer1. This is to avoid more delay for further transmission at this stage (second level). But in buffer2 when node's counter value reaches 4, it will be reset to 2 and pushed into a buffer1. This is to provide chance for a starving node.
However it assures that a node's data transmission can be delayed rather than prohibiting from channel access. The following algorithm 5.2 describes the second level of collision avoidance in a CPS based smart wireless network. In the above diagram it has shown that the first level of PCMB is applied in smart office or smart homes. All these are Personal Area Networks (Xia, et al., 2013) in which all the nodes are connected to centre coordinator. A packet with high priority is immediateley forwarded to gateway from the centre coordinator. Otherwise packet is buffered at the centre coordinator. Buffer is rearranged for each packet entry based on number of attempts made by the packet. In the above diagram the gateway maintains two buffers to hold high priority and low priority data packets. All these data packets are received from various smart networks like smart office or smart home. When the low prioritized data packet reaches it maximum waiting count in buffer2, it will be transferred to buffer1 with the counter value as 2. In buffer1 packets wait for its chance for accessing channel. The delay before any transmission in buffer1 ensures that the packet would be transferred successfully, since gateway is linked with several Internet applications.
As shown in figure 5.3, PCMB at level II shows that the packet drop ratio is comparatively lesser by holding the packets in two different buffers. To provide more possibility for a starving node the counter is reset to 2 at gateway buffer1. This improves the performance of the system by providing more data packet transmissions.
And also PCMB algorithm 5.2 shows that fairness had been maintained to deliver the forwarded data for an appropriate action.
SYSTEM ANALYSIS
In this CPS based smart wireless network, consider N nodes in each smart home or smart office. All these nodes have been assigned with priority and critical value. The priority might be low and high. Assume that nodes send the data to the centre coordinator, without waiting for the status of CC. At time t, data packet reaches CC can be denoted as t  and ready for transmission from CC can be denoted as
The probability that the data packet is forwarded successfully to the gateway is given
The probability that the average number of nodes ready to transmit the data to CC is represented as
Once the node's data reaches CC's buffer at time t, the probability that average number of nodes waiting in it is calculated as
The average number of CC's data ready to schedule at gateway buffer is denoted as
The probability that average number of CC's data waiting for resource access at time t is computed as
The following (Bragg et al., 2012 ) the utilization of a node data at time t is given as
In (6) 
The data packet drop scale indicates that the most important data is delivered successfully rather than dropping the same data with minimal delay. Few of the operational parameters considered above are helpful in finding the simulation results for a specified CPS_SWN system.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Two smart homes are considered in this CPS based smart wireless network.
These smart homes have collection of ten smart nodes each assigned with priority cum critical value according to its functionalities. The nodes holding most critical data such as fire alarm, door lock are given high priorities. All these nodes occupy static positions in a specified network. All these nodes follow star topology (in each smart home) and considered as RFD's to interconnect with the CC. CC only can communicate with other RFD's in a network.
The network performance of CPS_SWN is tested through NS2. This is to ensure that the most critical data is delivered with the minimal delay. From the figure 5.6, it is observed that the maximum delay varies from 25ms to 30ms in SHAAL and PCMB method respectively. Modified, medium access control is done in two stages to schedule and transfer the most critical data positively. Though the smart wireless network has heterogeneous type of nodes (static positions), the node' data is communicated to the gateway with adequate delay. In the proposed approach, delay duration is considered for certain milliseconds (using counter) at CC and it is slightly higher at gateway. This is to guarantee that though the node's data wait for certain interval, definite resource access will be provided. It is proved from the simulation results that this CPS_SWN has achieved prominent results by reducing consecutive collisions occurring at multiple stages of transmission. From the results of packet delay and packet drop ratio, the proposed method PCMB had succeeded in communicating most important data to the destination (resource) with surety.
